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Brief scientific timeline leading to ANITA
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1930

Wolfgang Pauli 
does  “something 

very bad”... he 
postulates the 

neutrino

1962
Gurgen Askaryan 

hypothesises 
coherent radio 
emission from 

particle cascades in 
dielectric media

1965

Wilson and Penzias 
discover the cosmic 

microwave 
background

1912
 Victor Hess 

discovers 
cosmic rays, by 
flying balloons 
up to 3 miles  
above Austria
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1966
Greisen, 

Zatsepin & 
Kuzmin predict 
the end of the 

cosmic ray 
spectrum

2006

ANITA-I launches 
from Williams Field 

in Antarctica

1987
Kamiokande, IMB 
and Baksan detect 
neutrinos from a 

nearby supernova

Berezinksy & 
Zatsepin realise 
the GZK effect 

will produce 
neutrinos

1969



Complete* History of Neutrino Particle Astrophysics

• SN1987A 
–24 neutrino events 

detected by Kamikande-II, 
IMB and Baksan 

–Learned about 
• Supernova collapse 

mechanisms 
• Neutrinos feel gravity (similarly 

to photons) 
• Neutrino mass < 23eV from 

time of flight dispersion 
• Neutrinos are not charged 
• Limits on non-neutrino weakly 

interacting particles 
• Axion bounds 
• Neutrino mixing and 

oscillations 
• Exotic neutrino disappearance!4

* before 2011, excluding solar

Kamikande-II SN1987A citations  
per year from INSPIRE-HEP



Why High Energy Neutrinos?

!5

Radio Neutrinos?

X-RayInfrared

Optical

For Astronomers: 
  The Pretty Pictures Argument 

For Particle Physicists: 
  The 300 TeV (CoM) Neutrino Beam Argument 



Aside: The GZK Effect

• Greisen-Zatsepin-
Kuzmin (GZK) 
calculated cosmic rays 
above 1019.5eV should 
be slowed by CMB 
within 50MPc. 

• Berezinksy and 
Zatsepin realised this 
would produce a flux of 
neutrinos
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p + ϒCMB →  Δ*  → n + π+ 
                                    ➘ µ+ + νµ 
                                          ➘ e+ + νµ + νe    

+

= “Guaranteed” Cosmogenic Neutrino “Beam”!
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Figure 26.9: Expanded view of the highest energy portion of the cosmic-ray
spectrum from data of HiRes 1&2 [101], the Telescope Array [103], and the Auger
Observatory [104]. The HiRes stereo spectrum [112] is consistent with the HiRes
1&2 monocular results. The differential cosmic ray flux is multiplied by E2.6. The
red arrow indicates the change in the plotted data for a systematic shift in the
energy scale of 20%.

background [97,98]. Photo-dissociation of heavy nuclei in the mixed composition
model [99] would have a similar effect. UHECR experiments have detected events of
energy above 1020 eV [89,100–102]. The AGASA experiment [100] did not observe
the expected GZK feature. The HiRes fluorescence experiment [101,112] has detected
evidence of the GZK supression, and the Auger observatory [102–104] has presented
spectra showing this supression based on surface detector measurements calibrated
against its fluorescence detector using events detected in hybrid mode, i.e. with both the
surface and the fluorescence detectors. Recent observations by the Telescope Array [103]
also exhibit this supression.

Figure 26.9 gives an expanded view of the high energy end of the spectrum, showing
only the more recent data. This figure shows the differential flux multiplied by E2.6.
The experiments are consistent in normalization if one takes quoted systematic errors in
the energy scales into account. The continued power law type of flux beyond the GZK
cutoff previously claimed by the AGASA experiment [100] is not supported by the HiRes,
Telescope Array, and Auger data.

One half of the energy that UHECR protons lose in photoproduction interactions that

June 18, 2012 16:19



IceCube



IceCube
• Completed in 2010 
• 1km^3 of ice at the 

South Pole 
• 5160 PMTs  
• 86 strings 
• 17m vertical spacing 
• 125m horizontal 

spacing 

• DeepCore 
–Densely 

instrumented array 
of 8 strings in deep 
good ice
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IceCube Results

• IceCube have definitively 
observed an excess of 
high energy neutrino 
events above the 
atmospheric neutrino 
prediction

!9



IceCube is too small!

• Some Numbers: 
~1 cosmogenic neutrino/km2/yr 
@ 1018 eV the ν-N interaction 
length ~ 300km 

∴ 0.003 neutrinos/km3/year 

• Need a huge detector 
volume (>>100 km3) to 
ensure detection 

• Use naturally occurring 
medium 

– Transparent (to some signal) 

– Possibilities 
• Air, Ice, Salt, Water, The Moon !10



Radio Emission 
Mechanisms

Vertical Iron Shower at LOPES 
frequencies from T. Huege et al. 
ARENA2012



• In 1962 Gurgen Askaryan hypothesised coherent 
radio transmission from EM cascades in a dielectric: 

–20% Negative charge excess: 
• Compton Scattering: 𝞬 + e-(rest) ⇒ 𝞬 + e- 

• Positron Annihilation: e+ + e-(rest) ⇒ 𝞬 𝞬 

–Excess travelling with,  v > c/n 
• Cherenkov Radiation:  dP ∝ ν d ν 

–For λ > R emission is coherent, so P ∝ E2shower

!12

e± or ϒ Typical Dimensions: 
L ≈ 10 m 
RMoliere ≈ 10 cm

Radio Cherenkov -- The Askaryan Effect



Flashy Ice
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END STATION A side view

Approximately to scale
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FIG. 1: Top: Side view schematic of the target and receiver arrange-

ment in ESA. Bottom: Perspective view of the setup, showing the

key elements.

Despite confirmation of Askaryan’s theory for sand and

salt, there are important reasons to test it in ice as well, since

so much study and experimental effort have been directed at

ice as the target medium. First, although the effect is primar-

ily determined by shower physics, the radio production and

transmission occurs under conditions where the properties of

the medium could play a role in modifying the behavior of the

emission; the possibility of unknownmedia-dependent effects

which might suppress the emission must be explored. Sec-

ond, the radio Cherenkov method is most effective at shower

energies above 10-100 PeV, where muon or other cosmic-

ray backgrounds are negligible, and the method thus “suf-

fers” from the virtue of having no natural backgrounds with

which to calibrate the Cherenkov intensity and corresponding

detection efficiency. In this context, laboratory calibrations

of the radiation behavior are critical to the accuracy of results.

And finally, the increased richness of these radio observations,

which directlymeasure electric field strength and vector polar-

ization, require more comprehensive experimental treatment

FIG. 2: (color online) Left: The ANITA payload (center) above and

downstream of the ice target (here covered). Right top, target with

cover removed, in ambient light. Right bottom: ice target illuminated

from interior scattered optical Cherenkov radiation.

and validation than observations of scalar intensity.

The experiment, SLAC T486, was performed in the End

Station A (ESA) facility during the period from June 19-24,

2006. A target of very pure carving-grade ice was constructed

from close-packing rectangular 136 kg blocks (about 55 were

used) to form a stack approximately 2 m wide by 1.5m tall

(at the beam entrance) by 5 m long. The upper surface of

the ice was carved to a slope of ∼ 8◦ in the forward direc-
tion giving the block a trapezoidal longitudinal cross section

along the beam axis. This was done to avoid total-internal

reflection (TIR), of the emerging Cherenkov radiation at the

surface. The surface after carving was measured to have a

root-mean-square (rms) roughness of 2.3 cm. The beam en-

tered this target about 40 cm above the target floor, which was

lined with 10 cm ferrite tiles to suppress reflections off the

bottom.

The showers were produced by 28.5 GeV electrons in

10 picosecond bunches of typically 109 particles. Monte-

Carlo simulations of the showers indicate that about 90% of

the shower was contained in the target; the remainder was

dumped into a pair of downstream concrete blocks. In contrast

to previous experiments [5, 12], we did not convert the elec-

trons to photons via a bremsstrahlung radiator. Such meth-

ods were used in earlier Askaryan discovery experiments to

avoid any initial excess charge in the shower development. In

our case, the typical shower had a total composite energy of

3× 1019 eV, with a total of ∼ 2× 1010 e+e− pairs at shower
maximum. EGS simulations of the charge excess develop-

ment indicate a net charge asymmetry of about 20%. Thus the

initial electrons contribute at most∼ 15% of the total negative
charge excess in the shower, and we have corrected for this

bias in the results we show here. In addition, radio absorbing

foam was in place on the front face of the ice, and very effec-

tively suppressed RF signals from the upstream metal beam

vacuum windows and air gaps.

A schematic of the experiment layout is shown in Fig. 1.
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raw RF Cherenkov

partially deconvolved

raw impulse response

partially deconvolved

FIG. 3: Top: Raw, and partially-deconvolved impulse response of

the ANITA receiver system. Bottom: Pulse received during the T486

experiment in an upper-ring antenna near the peak of the Cherenkov

cone, also showing the raw pulse, and partially partially-deconvolved

response. The apparent “ringing” artifact of the raw impulses is due

to group delay variation of the passband edges of the bandpass filters

employed.

The ice was contained in a 10 cm thick insulating foam-lined

box, and a 10 cm foam lid was used during operation, along

with a freezer unit, to maintain temperatures of between -5

to -20 C. Such temperatures are adequate to avoid significant

RF absorption over the several m pathlengths of the radiation

through the ice [9].

The ANITA payload, consisting of an array of 32 dual-

polarization quad-ridged horn antennas was used to receive

the emission at a location about 15 m away from the center of

the target, as shown in Fig. 2. The antenna frequency range

is from 200-1200 MHz, which covers the majority of the fre-

quency range over which the RF transmissivity of ice is at its

highest [9]. Eight additional vertically polarized broadband

monitor antennas (four bicones and four discones) are used

to complement the suite of horn antennas. The ANITA horn

antennas are arranged so that adjacent antennas in both the

lower and upper payload sections respond well even to a sig-

nal directed along their nearest neighbors’ boresights. This

allows multiple antennas (typically 4 to 6 horns and 3 to 4 of

the bicone/discones) to sample the arriving wavefront. The

signals are digitized by custom compact-PCI-based 8-channel

digitizer modules [22], 9 of which are used to record all 72

antenna signals simultaneously at 2.6 Gsamples/sec.

Figure 3 shows an example of the impulse response of the

system (top), and one of the measured waveforms near the

peak of the Cherenkov cone. The apparent “ringing” of the re-

ceiving system is due to the group delay of the edge response

of the bandpass filters, but most of the energy arrives within a

fraction of a nanosecond, as determined in previous measure-

ments of the Askaryan effect [7]. In the measured T486 wave-

form of Fig. 3 (bottom), later-time reflections from shielding

and railing near the target, as well as the payload structure,

introduce some additional power into the pulse tail.

FIG. 4: Left: Field strength vs. frequency of radio Cherenkov radia-

tion in the T486 experiment. The curve is the theoretical expectation

for a shower in ice at this energy. Right: Quadratic dependence of

the pulse power of the radiation detected in T486, indicating the co-

herence of the Cherenkov emission.

In Figure 4 (left) we display measurements of the abso-

lute field strength in several different antennas, both upper

and lower quad-ridged horns, bicone, and discone antennas.

The discone and bicone antennas have a nearly omnidirec-

tional response and complement the highly directive horns

by providing pulse-phase interferometry. The uncertainty in

these data are dominated by systematic, rather than statistical

errors, and are about ±40% in field strength (±3 dB). These
are dominated by a combination of the 1-2dB uncertainty in

the gain calibration of the antennas, and by comparable un-

certainties in removing secondary reflections from the mea-

sured impulse power. The field strengths are compared to a

parameterization based on shower+electrodynamics simula-

tions for ice [10, 11], and the agreement is well within our

experimental errors. Figure 4(right) shows results of the scal-

ing of the pulse power with shower energy. The dependence is

completely consistent with quadratic scaling over the energy

range we probed, indicating that the radiation is coherent over

the 200-1200 MHz frequency window.

Figure 5 shows the measured and predicted angular depen-

dence of the radiation. The Cherenkov cone refracts into the

forward direction out of the ice, and is clearly delineated by

the data. Here we show statistical+systematic errors within

a measurement run; the overall normalization (with separate

systematic error) is taken from Fig. 4. We scale these data

within the overall systematic errors to match the peak of the

field strength. The radiation frequency limit where full coher-

ence obtains is given approximately by the requirement that

kL ≫ 1, where the wavenumber k = 2πnν/c for frequency

From PRL 99, 171101 (2007)



Radio Emission from Air Showers
• Air shower emission 

is complicated 
–Geomagnetic 

component from 
positron-electron 
separation 

–Askaryan component 
–Cherenkov effects 

from the varying 
refractive index of 
air, compresses 
pulse giving high 
frequency 
component 

–T-510 experiment at 
SLAC tried to 
disentangle these !14

Geomagnetic Askaryan

v x B ‘radial’
Diagrams from T. Huege, ICRC2013

T-510: Phys.Rev.Lett. 116 (2016) no.14, 141103 



ANITA



ANITA Collaboration
Ohio State University 

University of Kansas 

Washington University in St. 
Louis 

University of Delaware 

University of California, Los 
Angeles 

University of Hawaii at Manoa 

National Taiwan University 

University College London 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center 

University of Chicago
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• Let’s go to Antarctica! 
• It is the coldest, driest, 

windiest place on Earth 
• But... 

–Lots of Ice 
• Despite our best efforts 
• Over 4km thick in places 

–Also: 
• The only continent 

exclusively dedicated to 
scientific research 

• No indigenous (human) 
population 

• Home of NASA’s long-
duration balloon program

!17

Need the world’s largest detector

Ice depth data from BEDMAP consortium



• The ANtarctic 
Impulsive Transient 
Antenna  
–A balloon borne 

experiment 
• Grown from 32 to 48 dual 

polarisation antennas 
• Altitude of 37km (120,000 

ft) 
• Horizon at 700km 
• Over 1 million km3 of ice 

visible 

!18

ANITA 
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Concept

Cosmin Deaconu (UChicago/KICP) ANITA ARENA16 4 / 26
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Concept

Cosmin Deaconu (UChicago/KICP) ANITA ARENA16 4 / 26



Image: Dana Braun, Wash. U.

Concept
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Image: Dana Braun, Wash. U.

Concept

Cosmin Deaconu (UChicago/KICP) ANITA ARENA16 4 / 26



• Need a low power (only solar energy), 90 channel, 
multi-GHz bandwidth oscilloscope. 

• Split trigger and waveform paths 
• Use left and right circular polarisation for linear 

polarised trigger 
• ‘Buffer’ waveform data in switched capacitor array 

!23

ANITA Electronics and TriggerTriggering
• Example: West Antarctica camp noise

– Yellow, L1: multiple bands above thermal noise for one antenna; ~150 kHz

– Green, L2: coincidence between adjacent L1 in the same ring; ~40kHz

– Blue, L3: coincidence between L2 triggers in same phi sector; ~5Hz

L1 - Antenna 
L2 - Cluster 
L3 - Global
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ANITA 1-4
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• Balloons launched from Williams 
Field since 1988

!26

Ballooning in Antarctica

‘Fits’ inside  
the balloon  
at  altitude



ANITA-1 End of Flight

!27
Image: Dana Braun, Wash. U.



ANITA-2 End of Flight
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Image: Matthew Mottram, UCL



ANITA-3 End of Flight
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Image: Josh F., Australian Antarctic Division



ANITA-4 End of Flight

!30

Image: Christian Miki, University of Hawaii



How did we get the data back?

!31



ANITA 
Analysis

Image: Dana Braun, Wash. U.



How ANITA sees the world
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Run:    345
Event: 58851430

Time: 2015-01-01 13:39:43
Trigger: 1.214096 ms
Priority: 3 -- Queue: 3

Trig Num: 930 -- Trig Type: RF

TURF: 939

TURF This Hold: 0x9
TURF Active Holds: 0x9
Labrador CCCCCCCCCCCC
Phi Mask: 0
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Narrow band noise
• Satellites and human 

bases using 
communications in the 
bands: 
–260 MHz 

–380 MHz 

!34

• How to get rid of this? 
• ANITA 1-3: software 
• ANITA 4: hardware 
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P. Gorham, Neutrino 2008 11 of 27

Pulse phase Pulse phase interferometryinterferometry

! Waveform cross-correlation delay precision 
determines angular resolution

" ~30-40 ps vertical at SNR~5!

" ~60-80 ps horizontal (due to DAQ clock alignment 
errors)

~3.5m

~1m

~1 ns0.2-1.2 GHz bandwidth
# 1 ns impulses
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from A. Romero Wolf, Neutrino 2008

Analysis -- Cross Correlation

1&2

3&4

All Pairs

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.astropartphys.2014.06.006

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.astropartphys.2014.06.006


Calibration

!36

Figure 3.30: Reconstructed positions (black dots) of McMurdo borehole signals. The

green triangle marks the position of the borehole antenna. Red dots mark ANITA’s po-

sition at the time of each plotted event. The background color scale represents ground

elevation. Ross Island, with the volcano Mt. Erebus, is directly below the borehole

position. The average error on the reconstructed borehole position is 3.6 km.
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Reconstructed  
event locations

~150km
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Figure 3.23: Average error in reconstructed elevation to signal source, binned by re-

constructed azimuth. Uses additional t0 and phase center calibrations, but no tilt cor-

rections. Uses reconstructed angles from 17,800 borehole antenna events. The curve

is a fit to a sinusoid which represents the reconstructed elevation angle error caused by

a payload pitch of 0.28◦ and roll of −0.30◦.

72

Use ground and borehole 
calibration pulsers to 
calibrate antenna positions 
and time offsets. 

Also calibrate out the tilt of 
the payload 

from S. Hoover



Thermal Noise
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6.4. Thermal cuts 105
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Figure 6.6: Summed and averaged interferometric images for HPOL (top) and VPOL

(bottom). Each image is constructed from 104 events, with the Sun clearly resolved in

each.

6.4. Thermal cuts 104
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Figure 6.5: Average peak correlation coefficient for minimum bias events as a function

of azimuthal angular separation between event pointing and Solar position. Dashed

lines indicate the |��S| < 20� definition of whether an event points towards or not

towards the Sun.

incoherent thermal noise event and a coherent calibration signal.

Simulated noise events display a peak correlation coefficient that is on average

slightly lower than that of the minimum-bias and upward-pointing noise events with

��S > 20�. The peak correlation values from simulated noise are scaled by 1.025 in

order to best match the real ANITA-2 data. The scaling value for this was found using

a �2 minimisation, with the same scaling value used for both VPOL and HPOL events

(figure 6.7).

A cut of P1 > 0.070 is used. This removes a large fraction of thermal noise events,

but would have been set lower were it not for the leakage of self-triggered blast events

past the event quality cuts, described in section 6.2. The cut was chosen such that no

self-triggered blast in the upward-pointing noise sample passed all thermal cuts.

Ratio of correlation peaks

A coherent event should display a clear and unique peak in an interferometric image,

indicating that event’s direction of incidence. While the absolute peak of the image,

P1, provides us with a measure of how coherent the event is in the given direction,
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of Hilbert envelope peak (HP ) and peak correlation coeffi-

cient (P1) for VPOL events from Taylor Dome calibration signals (colour histogram)

and upward-pointing thermal noise (grey contours). Note that no requirement is placed

on pointing angle from the Sun for the either set of events in this figure.

bination cut, for events with ��S < 20�, the upward-pointing noise sample is used.

As the upward-pointing noise events only represent a fraction of the ANITA-2 analysis

data sample, the final cut is extrapolated by assuming a power law fit to the fraction of

thermal events passing this final cut value.

Final cut values of Hp + 270P1 for the VPOL analysis are 41.40 for events with

��S � 20� and 61.36 for events with ��S < 20�. Final cut values of HP + 270P1

for the HPOL analysis are 64.81 for events with ��S � 20� and 81.17 for events with

��S < 20�.

An error on the expected background of thermal events is calculated using the

error in the fits to the fraction of simulated and thermal noise passing the combination

cut from figures 6.13 and 6.14. The fits shown are of the form A.eb(x�x0). Fixing

all parameters other than b, the expected thermal background passing thermal cuts is

0.50+0.27

�0.18
HPOL and 0.50+0.29

�0.18
VPOL.

Thermal noise is the dominant 
source of noise in the data sets. 
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Figure 6.7: Peak correlation coefficient for real (minimum bias and upward-pointing)

noise and simulated noise events for HPOL (top) and VPOL (bottom). Data for VPOL

signal-like events are also displayed for Taylor Dome calibration signals and simulated

neutrinos. The peak correlation coefficients of simulated noise multiplied but 1.025 for

the best match to real data, with tail distributions in VPOL caused by unfiltered CW

contamination.

ANITA can “see” the Sun 
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Clustering
• From previous cuts, ~500k events
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• Look for isolated 
singlets and 
doublets 

• Remove anything 
that clusters with 
human bases 

• Remove anything 
which forms a 
cluster of 3 or 
more
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What’s left?
• One V-POL candidate 
• Background estimate: 0.7+0.5-0.3 per polarisation 
• No known human activity within 260km
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Neutrino limit
• From previous cuts, ~100k events
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Horizontal Polarization??Horizontal Polarization??

! Askaryan (eg, neutrino) signals 
strongly favor vertical polarization

! Only top quadrant of Cherenkov
“clock-face” escapes TIR at surface

! Fresnel coefficient transmits more Vpol
(TM) than Hpol (TE)

! Reflections from above-the-horizon 
sources tend to strongly favor 
horizontal polarization

! RTE/RTM > 3:1 over most of ANITA 
acceptance

! ! Hpol events cannot be neutrino 
candidates but could be

! Air shower radio (geo-synchrotron)

! Solid-state relays on satellites

What about Horizontal Polarisation?

• Askaryan signals from 
neutrinos strongly favour 
vertical polarisation 
–Only top of Cherenkov cone 

escapes TIR at surface 
–Fresnel coefficients transmit 

more V-pol than H-pol 
• Reflections from above the 

horizon sources would favour 
H-pol over V-pol at the balloon 

• What could the signal be?
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Figure 2.3: The ANITA cosmic-ray detection geometry.

in Figure 2.3.

Note that the inclined air showers which produce directly-viewable signals happen

much farther from ANITA than the signals viewed in reflection. Since the cosmic rays

interact when they enter the atmosphere, the initial interaction would have to occur

hundreds of kilometers away at least. In contrast, events seen in reflection typically

occur at a third or less of the direct-event distances.

Geosynchrotron emission in Antarctica is created with the horizontal polarization

component dominant, due to the vertical magnetic field (Section 1.3.4). The rela-

tive Fresnel coefficients for reflection of the vertical and horizontal polarizations (Fig-

ure 5.13) further enhance the relative contribution of a cosmic-ray EAS’s reflected

horizontally polarized RF signal. This difference in polarizations between cosmic rays

28
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UHECR

!43

3

FIG. 3: Top: overlay of the 16 UHECR event Hpol pulse shapes,
showing the inverted phase for the 14 reflected events (in blue) com-
pared to the two direct events (in red). Inset: Average pulse pro-
file for all events. Bottom: Flux density for both the averaged di-
rect and averaged reflected events. In each case the data are con-
sistent with an exponential decrease with frequency: the fitted co-
efficients of decrease with frequency are (180± 13 MHz)−1, and
(197± 15 MHz)−1, consistent with each other within fit errors. Er-
rors at low frequency (high SNR) are primarily due to systematic
uncertainty in the antenna gains, and to thermal noise statistics at
higher frequencies.

originates in the earth’s atmosphere and which involves elec-
trical current accelerating transverse to the geomagnetic field.
Such observations are in every way consistent with predic-
tions of geosynchrotron emission from cosmic-ray air show-
ers. In addition, the inherent spectral and time-domain simi-

FIG. 4: Plane of polarization of UHECR events compared to the an-
gle of the magnetic field local to the event, with the red line indicating
the expectation for the Lorentz force. The reflected events are cor-
rected for their surface Fresnel coefficients, and angles are measured
from the horizontal.

larity of our radio pulses, as well as their robust correlation to
geomagnetic parameters, suggests that ANITA’s observations,
which are at much greater distance and higher frequency than
prior and current air-shower geosynchrotron observations, are
less susceptible to near-field fluctuations of radio strength and
plane of polarization. Such issues have been problematic in
this field throughout most of its history.
Our data represent the first broadband measurements of

geosynchrotron emission in the UHF frequency range. The
average observed radio-frequency spectral flux density of the
above- and below-horizon events, shown in Fig. 3 (Bottom) is
consistent with an exponential decrease with frequency. The
lack of any statistically significant difference in the spectra
for the direct and reflected events indicates that ice rough-
ness is unimportant for the average surface reflection. To es-
timate the electric field amplitude at the source of these emis-
sions, we model the surface reflection using standard physical-
optics treatments developed for synthetic-aperture radar anal-
ysis. Such models use self-affine fractal surface parame-
ters [23] and Huygens-Fresnel integration over the specular
reflection region to estimate both amplitude loss and phase
distortion from residual slopes or roughness. In our case,
we used digital-elevation models from Radarsat [24] to esti-
mate surface parameters for each of the event reflection points,
known to a few km precision. In most cases the surface pa-
rameters are found to be smooth, yielding only modest effects
on the reflection amplitude; in a minority of the events, sur-
face parameters were estimated to be rougher, but still within
the quarter-wave-rms Rayleigh criterion for coherent reflec-

PRL 105, 151101 (2010)

ANITA1: 16 UHECR 
 14 reflected + 2 direct
ANITA-2: 2 UHECR
 H-pol trigger was off
ANITA-3: 20 UHECR
ANITA-4: analysis in progress

interferometric 
payload

Not to scale,
angles don't 
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ANITA-1 mystery event

Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 071101 (2016)
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A strong H-pol non-inverted signal seen!

  - Expected background events: 4x10-4

  - 27.4 deg below horizon, E = 0.6 ± 0.4 EeV
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And ANITA-3 mystery event

Chord length: 5500-7000 km (20-30,000km 
water equivalent)
1600km SM interaction length @ 1 EeV 

Background estimate < 10-2
!45
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All news is good news?
• Diffuse neutrinos:

– SM cross-section needs to be suppressed by a one order of 
magnitude to explain these events

– SM cross-section greatly suppressed for extremely low values of 
Bjorken-x 

– Possible sterile neutrinos explanation  
(σνs ~ θ2σν) : arXiv:1802.01611

• Powerful transient source search with 1.5 degree error:

– No concurrent GRBs

– SN2014dz, type Ia SN at z=0.017, 5 hours after initial discovery 
(a posteriori chance association 2.7σ)
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Problem 1: ANITA vs IceCube vs Auger
• If these are tau neutrinos why hasn’t IceCube seen 

them?

!47
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FIG. 5: Monte Carlo-derived upper bound estimates of the ANITA acceptance and exposure to tau neutrinos. Left:
The mean acceptance of ANITA-I and ANITA-III to ⌧ -lepton air showers of ⌫⌧ origin (blue solid line) assuming
standard values of cross section and energy loss models and 2.0 km ice thickness. These are compared to Auger
(dashed grey line), IceCube (dot-dashed darker grey line), and the ANITA Askaryan search for in-ice showers from
⌫⌧ ’s (red dashed line). Right: Upper bounds on the ANITA exposure (blue solid line). The blue-shaded band
includes the range of variations due to assumptions on the ice thickness (1-4 km), neutrino cross section, and ⌧
energy loss models. The minimum exposure (dashed blue line) assumes a high cross section, ALLM [25] energy loss
model, and 1 km ice thickness, while the maximum exposure (dot-dashed blue) assumes a low cross section,
ASW [26] energy loss model, and 4 km ice thickness. The exposure to standard values for the cross section and
energy loss model (ALLM) and the average ice thickness of 2 km is shown with a solid blue line. For comparison, we
include the ANITA Askaryan exposure to ⌫⌧ ’s (red dashed line) [20], Auger 2017 (dashed grey) exposure to
Earth-skimming tau neutrinos [13], and IceCube 2016 (dot-dashed darker grey) exposure to tau neutrinos [14]. Note
that the solid blue line is the only fair comparison for the standard neutrino cross section and energy loss models;
otherwise the Auger, IceCube, and ANITA Askaryan exposure curves would also have to be modified.

This is primarily due to the fact that IceCube and Auger
have run continuously for many (⇠ 10) years. The blue
band for the ANITA ⌧ -lepton air shower channel brackets
the range of curves obtained from ice shell thicknesses be-
tween 1 and 4 km as well as the range of ⌫⌧ cross sections
and ⌧ energy loss models considered in this work (see
[15] for more details). The ANITA ⌧ -lepton air shower
exposure is at least a factor of 40 smaller than Auger or
IceCube at high energies and more than four orders of
magnitude smaller at relevant energies ⇠ 3⇥ 1017 eV.

In Figure 6, we show the dependence of the exposure of
the ANITA ⌧ -lepton air shower channel on neutrino in-
teraction cross section, ⌧ -lepton energy-loss models, and
ice thickness. In the left panel, we show that the up-
per and lower uncertainties on the cross section in [24]
have a small e↵ect on the exposure at neutrino energies
< 1020 eV. At energies E⌫⌧ ' 1021 eV, the exposure varies
by ⇠ 70%. As discussed in [15], increasing (decreasing)
the cross-section increases (decreases) pexit for emergence

angles below the value corresponding to the trajectory
being tangential to rock beneath the ice layer while for
emergence angles above this value pexit decreases (in-
creases). The standard (mid.) value of the cross-section
happens to maximize the probability of detection inte-
grated over all emergence angles at E⌫⌧ ' 1021 eV.
In the middle panel of Figure 6 we compare the ex-

posures obtained with the ALLM [25] and ASW [26] ⌧
energy loss models. The ASW model, with a lower ⌧ -
lepton energy loss, results in a larger acceptance. This
is the largest contribution to the uncertainty within the
Standard Model which is of order a factor of ⇠ 2 for
E⌫⌧ ' 1019 eV. A reduced energy loss increases the ⌧
decay range (energy loss and decay combined), thus en-
abling a larger interaction volume near the surface of the
Earth to contribute to exiting ⌧ leptons [15].
Finally, in the right panel of Figure 6 we display the

dependence of the exposure on the thickness of the ice
above sea level. As the ice thickness increases from 1 km

arXiv:1803.05088v1 [astro-ph.HE] 



Problem 2: Why didn’t ANITA see more?
• Both the ANITA-1 and ANITA-3 events were 

relatively close to the balloon 
• There is much more acceptance close to the 

horizon 
•  Where are those tau candidate events?

!48
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✓exit shown in Figure 1) of the events are 25.4� (ANITA-
I) and 35.5� (ANITA-III) with ⇠ 1� uncertainty. We
summarize the event parameters in Table I.

These upgoing showers could be due to a tau neutrino
incident on the Earth. The ⌫⌧ would have to propa-
gate through most of the matter depth before produc-
ing a ⌧ lepton via a charged-current interaction near the
surface, with the ⌧ lepton subsequently decaying in the
atmosphere and at least one of its decay products initiat-
ing an extensive air shower. When assuming the ANITA
events are due to ⌧ -lepton decay, we must consider the

h

RE
RE

r̂ντ

qE

qexit

qview

t exit point

t decay point

D
Ice Thickness

Detector

!"

#
Interaction

$%&
t decay 
altitude

FIG. 1: Detection geometry. The Earth is modeled as a
sphere with Earth’s polar radius RE and a layer of ice
of thickness D above that. The detector is at a height h
above sea level (i.e. above RE). The blue dashed line
represents the incoming neutrino with direction of
propagation r̂⌫⌧ . If the neutrino interacts with the
Earth via a charged current interaction, a ⌧ lepton is
produced that continues to propagate with direction
r̂⌫⌧ . This particle can potentially exit the surface of the
Earth at the ⌧ exit point at Earth angle ✓E . The vector
r̂⌫⌧ is not necessarily in the plane of the page. The exit
angle ✓exit is the angle between the vector normal to the
surface of the Earth at the exit point n̂E and r̂⌫⌧ . If a
tau lepton exits the surface of the Earth, it will
propagate in the Earth’s atmosphere until it decays at a
⌧ decay altitude above the ice surface (i.e. above
RE +D). If the decay mode includes hadrons, it will
produce an extensive air shower (EAS). This EAS will
produce a radio impulse. Because in some cases the
shower maximum can be near or past the location of
the detector, the view angle ✓view of the radio emission
is taken with respect to the ⌧ -lepton decay point.

decay location in the atmosphere. The ⌧ lepton decay
range is L ⇠ (E⌧/EeV) ⇥ 49 km with E⌧ the energy of
the ⌧ , meaning that the event could have decayed tens of
km further along its trajectory in the atmosphere after
exiting the ground.

The geometry for detecting tau lepton air showers from
neutrinos piercing the Earth is shown in Figure 1. If a
tau neutrino enters the surface of the Earth, it may pro-
duce a tau lepton that exits the surface of the Earth
at the other end. A tau lepton propagating into the
atmosphere will eventually decay with a rest-frame life-
time 2.9 ⇥ 10�13 seconds. The ⌧ lepton will decay into
a hadronic mode with a probability of 64.8% [16], thus
producing an extensive air shower. The radio emission of
such a shower could be observed by a receiver at altitude
h.

In Figure 2 we show a set of radio emission profiles from
air showers initiated at di↵erent decay altitudes. These
profiles were simulated with ZHAireS [4] using the geo-
magnetic fields in Table I adapted to the upward-going
air shower geometries and bandwidths corresponding to
the ANITA events. The peak electric field for each de-
cay altitude defines the minimum energy of the observed
showers, shown in the right panels of Figure 2. Changes
in the radio emission profile at higher altitudes result in
variations in the shower energy estimate. The electric
field at the peak increases with ⌧ decay altitude up until
⇠ 5 km, because the shower maximum moves closer to
the detector. Above 5 km, the peak decreases with alti-
tude because the air shower is not fully developed. We
estimate that the tau shower energy at 0 km decay alti-
tude above ice level is 0.67 EeV for the ANITA-I event
and 0.56 EeV for the ANITA-III event, consistent with
prior estimates scaled from downward-going cosmic-ray
air showers [9]. However, as shown in Figure 2, the lack
of knowledge of the tau decay altitude leads to a factor
⇠ 2 uncertainty on the tau shower energy. The shower
energy uncertainty reported by ANITA-I of 0.6± 0.4 eV
is larger than the uncertainty due to decay altitude while
the ANITA-III reported uncertainty 0.56+0.3

�0.2 eV has a
smaller lower bound than expected from decay altitude
alone. The uncertainty in the view angle also contributes
to the uncertainty in the shower energy, although this in
principle can be further constrained using the spectral
slope of the radio emission [9].

The minimum shower energy for these events is ob-
tained for tau decay altitudes above 4 km. This altitude
is consistent with that expected for typical tau decays of
roughly the same energies for both events as indicated by
the dashed line in Figure 2. The consistency among the
observed electric fields, shower energies, and expected tau
decay altitudes is not discrepant with the upward-going
⌧ lepton hypothesis.
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FIG. 7: ANITA-I (left) and ANITA-III (right) di↵erential acceptance vs. emergence angle for 4 km ice thickness for
various energies. The mid-range Standard Model cross section with the ALLM energy loss model are shown as solid
lines and the low-range Standard Model cross section with ASW energy loss model are shown as dashed lines. The
reconstructed emergence angles for the ANITA events and their uncertainties projected to the ground are shown in
the vertical band with a line.

ers of ⌫⌧ origin and compared it to IceCube, Auger, and
the ANITA in-ice shower channel. The ZHAireS simu-
lation code was adapted to produce upgoing air showers
from ⌧ lepton decays in the atmosphere, which enabled a
Monte Carlo upper bound estimate of the exposure. The
code, which could be used for other ⌧ -lepton detector
simulations such as [30, 31], is available upon request to
the authors. The possible radio emission profiles for the
specific ANITA-I and ANITA-III events have been pre-
sented and a lower limit on the energy of the air showers
are estimated in both cases to be above 2.5⇥1017 eV.

The main conclusion is that the observation of ⌧ -lepton
events from a di↵use neutrino flux by the ANITA flights
is inconsistent with the limits placed by IceCube and
Auger with Standard Model parameters by several or-
ders of magnitude. Although the acceptance of ANITA
is smaller than but comparable to IceCube and Auger,
the significantly higher duty cycle of these observatories
makes their exposure more than two orders of magnitude
higher than ANITA at neutrino energies above 1019 eV
and significantly more at energies below that. The con-
straints include a characterization of the dependence on
ice thickness, neutrino-nucleon cross section uncertain-
ties, and ⌧ -lepton energy loss models, all within the stan-
dard model. Although these e↵ects can modify the ex-
posure upper bounds by a factor of 2 to 5, depending on
the energy, it is not enough to address the strong tension
with the IceCube and Auger ⌫⌧ flux bounds.

The ⌫⌧ cross section and the ⌧ -lepton energy loss mod-
els used in this study are by no means exhaustive. Sig-
nificant dependence of these models on the exposure has

been shown. It is possible that with more aggressive sup-
pression of the cross section compared to the Standard
Model the discrepancy with IceCube and Auger might be
reduced. However, for such a study to be conclusive, it
would require estimates of the IceCube and Auger expo-
sure with the same modified interaction models for fair
comparison.

Despite ANITA’s exposure in this ⌫⌧ air shower chan-
nel being smaller than IceCube and Auger, the accep-
tance is comparable to those observatories at energies
> 1018 eV. This is indicative that ANITA may be highly
sensitive to point source fluxes. This will be explored in
detail in a follow-up paper.

The Standard Model ⌧ -lepton of a di↵use ⌫⌧ flux origin
hypothesis is not self consistent within ANITA observa-
tions. The expected emergence angle from this model
is significantly smaller than the observed emergence an-
gles. It is possible that this discrepancy could be reduced
by a more aggressive suppression of the neutrino-nucleon
cross section, as has been suggested in some beyond stan-
dard model scenarios [27–29]. The e↵ect will reduce the
⌧ -lepton exit probability at lower emergence angles in fa-
vor of higher emergence angles. It is possible that the
discrepancy could also be resolved with a sterile neutrino
oscillations, as suggested in [32]. This will be treated in
a future study.

ANITA-IV had a longer flight than ANITA-I and
ANITA-III and the analysis of its data is currently un-
derway. The continued detection of radio impulses con-
sistent with up-going air showers will motivate more de-
tailed studies of the origin of these events.

NB: Emergence angle 
is the complement of 
exit angle

arXiv:1803.05088v1 [astro-ph.HE] 



Solution 1: Sterile Neutrinos?
• Cherry and Shoemaker 

proposed that the ANITA 
anomalous events could 
be explained through 
sterile neutrino mixing 

• To avoid IceCube 
constraints the source 
needs to be transient 

• To avoid an excess of 
events in ANITA you need 
a conspiracy that 
disfavours events close to 
the horizon (L/E near the 
for the active to sterile) 
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ANITA

⌧ cascade

⌧CC ⌧NC

⌫⌧

⌫4

⌫4

lsurf
<latexit sha1_base64="nrkpEDFwqVUVgF09imFWqvqkp3M=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI8BLx48RDAPyC5hdjKbDJmZXeYhhCW/4cWDIl79GW/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFWecaeP7315pY3Nre6e8W9nbPzg8qh6fdHRqFaFtkvJU9WKsKWeStg0znPYyRbGIOe3Gk9u5332iSrNUPpppRiOBR5IljGDjpJAP8lAJpK1KZoNqza/7C6B1EhSkBgVag+pXOEyJFVQawrHW/cDPTJRjZRjhdFYJraYZJhM8on1HJRZUR/ni5hm6cMoQJalyJQ1aqL8nciy0norYdQpsxnrVm4v/eX1rkpsoZzKzhkqyXJRYjkyK5gGgIVOUGD51BBPF3K2IjLHCxLiYKi6EYPXlddK5qgd+PXi4rjXvizjKcAbncAkBNKAJd9CCNhDI4Ble4c2z3ov37n0sW0teMXMKf+B9/gBE4pHa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nrkpEDFwqVUVgF09imFWqvqkp3M=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI8BLx48RDAPyC5hdjKbDJmZXeYhhCW/4cWDIl79GW/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFWecaeP7315pY3Nre6e8W9nbPzg8qh6fdHRqFaFtkvJU9WKsKWeStg0znPYyRbGIOe3Gk9u5332iSrNUPpppRiOBR5IljGDjpJAP8lAJpK1KZoNqza/7C6B1EhSkBgVag+pXOEyJFVQawrHW/cDPTJRjZRjhdFYJraYZJhM8on1HJRZUR/ni5hm6cMoQJalyJQ1aqL8nciy0norYdQpsxnrVm4v/eX1rkpsoZzKzhkqyXJRYjkyK5gGgIVOUGD51BBPF3K2IjLHCxLiYKi6EYPXlddK5qgd+PXi4rjXvizjKcAbncAkBNKAJd9CCNhDI4Ble4c2z3ov37n0sW0teMXMKf+B9/gBE4pHa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nrkpEDFwqVUVgF09imFWqvqkp3M=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI8BLx48RDAPyC5hdjKbDJmZXeYhhCW/4cWDIl79GW/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFWecaeP7315pY3Nre6e8W9nbPzg8qh6fdHRqFaFtkvJU9WKsKWeStg0znPYyRbGIOe3Gk9u5332iSrNUPpppRiOBR5IljGDjpJAP8lAJpK1KZoNqza/7C6B1EhSkBgVag+pXOEyJFVQawrHW/cDPTJRjZRjhdFYJraYZJhM8on1HJRZUR/ni5hm6cMoQJalyJQ1aqL8nciy0norYdQpsxnrVm4v/eX1rkpsoZzKzhkqyXJRYjkyK5gGgIVOUGD51BBPF3K2IjLHCxLiYKi6EYPXlddK5qgd+PXi4rjXvizjKcAbncAkBNKAJd9CCNhDI4Ble4c2z3ov37n0sW0teMXMKf+B9/gBE4pHa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nrkpEDFwqVUVgF09imFWqvqkp3M=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKEI8BLx48RDAPyC5hdjKbDJmZXeYhhCW/4cWDIl79GW/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFWecaeP7315pY3Nre6e8W9nbPzg8qh6fdHRqFaFtkvJU9WKsKWeStg0znPYyRbGIOe3Gk9u5332iSrNUPpppRiOBR5IljGDjpJAP8lAJpK1KZoNqza/7C6B1EhSkBgVag+pXOEyJFVQawrHW/cDPTJRjZRjhdFYJraYZJhM8on1HJRZUR/ni5hm6cMoQJalyJQ1aqL8nciy0norYdQpsxnrVm4v/eX1rkpsoZzKzhkqyXJRYjkyK5gGgIVOUGD51BBPF3K2IjLHCxLiYKi6EYPXlddK5qgd+PXi4rjXvizjKcAbncAkBNKAJd9CCNhDI4Ble4c2z3ov37n0sW0teMXMKf+B9/gBE4pHa</latexit>

lANITA
<latexit sha1_base64="axtHkGlzOID4BrH6omaIOCXV994=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQY8tXhREKvQL2qVk02wbmmTXJFsoS3+HFw+KePXHePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4eNXWUKEIbJOKRagdYU84kbRhmOG3HimIRcNoKRjczvzWmSrNI1s0kpr7AA8lCRrCxks97aVcJVH24q1envWLJLbtzoFXiZaQEGWq94le3H5FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTaaGbaBpjMsID2rFUYkG1n86PnqIzq/RRGClb0qC5+nsixULriQhsp8BmqJe9mfif10lMeO2nTMaJoZIsFoUJRyZCswRQnylKDJ9Ygoli9lZEhlhhYmxOBRuCt/zyKmlelD237D1elir3WRx5OIFTOAcPrqACt1CDBhB4gmd4hTdn7Lw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w/ubpGR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="axtHkGlzOID4BrH6omaIOCXV994=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQY8tXhREKvQL2qVk02wbmmTXJFsoS3+HFw+KePXHePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4eNXWUKEIbJOKRagdYU84kbRhmOG3HimIRcNoKRjczvzWmSrNI1s0kpr7AA8lCRrCxks97aVcJVH24q1envWLJLbtzoFXiZaQEGWq94le3H5FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTaaGbaBpjMsID2rFUYkG1n86PnqIzq/RRGClb0qC5+nsixULriQhsp8BmqJe9mfif10lMeO2nTMaJoZIsFoUJRyZCswRQnylKDJ9Ygoli9lZEhlhhYmxOBRuCt/zyKmlelD237D1elir3WRx5OIFTOAcPrqACt1CDBhB4gmd4hTdn7Lw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w/ubpGR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="axtHkGlzOID4BrH6omaIOCXV994=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQY8tXhREKvQL2qVk02wbmmTXJFsoS3+HFw+KePXHePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4eNXWUKEIbJOKRagdYU84kbRhmOG3HimIRcNoKRjczvzWmSrNI1s0kpr7AA8lCRrCxks97aVcJVH24q1envWLJLbtzoFXiZaQEGWq94le3H5FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTaaGbaBpjMsID2rFUYkG1n86PnqIzq/RRGClb0qC5+nsixULriQhsp8BmqJe9mfif10lMeO2nTMaJoZIsFoUJRyZCswRQnylKDJ9Ygoli9lZEhlhhYmxOBRuCt/zyKmlelD237D1elir3WRx5OIFTOAcPrqACt1CDBhB4gmd4hTdn7Lw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w/ubpGR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="axtHkGlzOID4BrH6omaIOCXV994=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQY8tXhREKvQL2qVk02wbmmTXJFsoS3+HFw+KePXHePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4eNXWUKEIbJOKRagdYU84kbRhmOG3HimIRcNoKRjczvzWmSrNI1s0kpr7AA8lCRrCxks97aVcJVH24q1envWLJLbtzoFXiZaQEGWq94le3H5FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTaaGbaBpjMsID2rFUYkG1n86PnqIzq/RRGClb0qC5+nsixULriQhsp8BmqJe9mfif10lMeO2nTMaJoZIsFoUJRyZCswRQnylKDJ9Ygoli9lZEhlhhYmxOBRuCt/zyKmlelD237D1elir3WRx5OIFTOAcPrqACt1CDBhB4gmd4hTdn7Lw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w/ubpGR</latexit>

lsh
<latexit sha1_base64="mntfeXYFKOWQzjFxGdK44nn6uGU=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgY2ERwXxgcoS9zSRZsrt37O4J4ci/sLFQxNZ/Y+e/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0oEN9b3v73C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48apo41QwbLBaxbkfUoOAKG5Zbge1EI5WRwFY0vpn5rSfUhsfqwU4SDCUdKj7gjFonPYpe1tWSmNG0V674VX8OskqCnFQgR71X/ur2Y5ZKVJYJakwn8BMbZlRbzgROS93UYELZmA6x46iiEk2YzS+ekjOn9Mkg1q6UJXP190RGpTETGblOSe3ILHsz8T+vk9rBdZhxlaQWFVssGqSC2JjM3id9rpFZMXGEMs3drYSNqKbMupBKLoRg+eVV0ryoBn41uL+s1O7yOIpwAqdwDgFcQQ1uoQ4NYKDgGV7hzTPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AJdZkOE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mntfeXYFKOWQzjFxGdK44nn6uGU=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgY2ERwXxgcoS9zSRZsrt37O4J4ci/sLFQxNZ/Y+e/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0oEN9b3v73C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48apo41QwbLBaxbkfUoOAKG5Zbge1EI5WRwFY0vpn5rSfUhsfqwU4SDCUdKj7gjFonPYpe1tWSmNG0V674VX8OskqCnFQgR71X/ur2Y5ZKVJYJakwn8BMbZlRbzgROS93UYELZmA6x46iiEk2YzS+ekjOn9Mkg1q6UJXP190RGpTETGblOSe3ILHsz8T+vk9rBdZhxlaQWFVssGqSC2JjM3id9rpFZMXGEMs3drYSNqKbMupBKLoRg+eVV0ryoBn41uL+s1O7yOIpwAqdwDgFcQQ1uoQ4NYKDgGV7hzTPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AJdZkOE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mntfeXYFKOWQzjFxGdK44nn6uGU=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgY2ERwXxgcoS9zSRZsrt37O4J4ci/sLFQxNZ/Y+e/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0oEN9b3v73C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48apo41QwbLBaxbkfUoOAKG5Zbge1EI5WRwFY0vpn5rSfUhsfqwU4SDCUdKj7gjFonPYpe1tWSmNG0V674VX8OskqCnFQgR71X/ur2Y5ZKVJYJakwn8BMbZlRbzgROS93UYELZmA6x46iiEk2YzS+ekjOn9Mkg1q6UJXP190RGpTETGblOSe3ILHsz8T+vk9rBdZhxlaQWFVssGqSC2JjM3id9rpFZMXGEMs3drYSNqKbMupBKLoRg+eVV0ryoBn41uL+s1O7yOIpwAqdwDgFcQQ1uoQ4NYKDgGV7hzTPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AJdZkOE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mntfeXYFKOWQzjFxGdK44nn6uGU=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgY2ERwXxgcoS9zSRZsrt37O4J4ci/sLFQxNZ/Y+e/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0oEN9b3v73C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48apo41QwbLBaxbkfUoOAKG5Zbge1EI5WRwFY0vpn5rSfUhsfqwU4SDCUdKj7gjFonPYpe1tWSmNG0V674VX8OskqCnFQgR71X/ur2Y5ZKVJYJakwn8BMbZlRbzgROS93UYELZmA6x46iiEk2YzS+ekjOn9Mkg1q6UJXP190RGpTETGblOSe3ILHsz8T+vk9rBdZhxlaQWFVssGqSC2JjM3id9rpFZMXGEMs3drYSNqKbMupBKLoRg+eVV0ryoBn41uL+s1O7yOIpwAqdwDgFcQQ1uoQ4NYKDgGV7hzTPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AJdZkOE=</latexit>

✓obs
<latexit sha1_base64="FQwOnBUBB+lHlzGQa/axaIG6tYo=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gOaEDbbTbt0dxN2J4US+k+8eFDEq//Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8OBPcgOd9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7pmDTXlLVpKlLdi4lhgivWBg6C9TLNiIwF68bj+7nfnTBteKqeYJqxUJKh4gmnBKwUuW4AIwYkKgItcRqbWeTWvYa3AF4nfknqqEQrcr+CQUpzyRRQQYzp+14GYUE0cCrYrBbkhmWEjsmQ9S1VRDITFovLZ/jCKgOcpNqWArxQf08URBozlbHtlARGZtWbi/95/RyS27DgKsuBKbpclOQCQ4rnMeAB14yCmFpCqOb2VkxHRBMKNqyaDcFffXmddK4avtfwH6/rzbsyjio6Q+foEvnoBjXRA2qhNqJogp7RK3pzCufFeXc+lq0Vp5w5RX/gfP4AuLmTsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FQwOnBUBB+lHlzGQa/axaIG6tYo=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gOaEDbbTbt0dxN2J4US+k+8eFDEq//Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8OBPcgOd9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7pmDTXlLVpKlLdi4lhgivWBg6C9TLNiIwF68bj+7nfnTBteKqeYJqxUJKh4gmnBKwUuW4AIwYkKgItcRqbWeTWvYa3AF4nfknqqEQrcr+CQUpzyRRQQYzp+14GYUE0cCrYrBbkhmWEjsmQ9S1VRDITFovLZ/jCKgOcpNqWArxQf08URBozlbHtlARGZtWbi/95/RyS27DgKsuBKbpclOQCQ4rnMeAB14yCmFpCqOb2VkxHRBMKNqyaDcFffXmddK4avtfwH6/rzbsyjio6Q+foEvnoBjXRA2qhNqJogp7RK3pzCufFeXc+lq0Vp5w5RX/gfP4AuLmTsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FQwOnBUBB+lHlzGQa/axaIG6tYo=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gOaEDbbTbt0dxN2J4US+k+8eFDEq//Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8OBPcgOd9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7pmDTXlLVpKlLdi4lhgivWBg6C9TLNiIwF68bj+7nfnTBteKqeYJqxUJKh4gmnBKwUuW4AIwYkKgItcRqbWeTWvYa3AF4nfknqqEQrcr+CQUpzyRRQQYzp+14GYUE0cCrYrBbkhmWEjsmQ9S1VRDITFovLZ/jCKgOcpNqWArxQf08URBozlbHtlARGZtWbi/95/RyS27DgKsuBKbpclOQCQ4rnMeAB14yCmFpCqOb2VkxHRBMKNqyaDcFffXmddK4avtfwH6/rzbsyjio6Q+foEvnoBjXRA2qhNqJogp7RK3pzCufFeXc+lq0Vp5w5RX/gfP4AuLmTsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FQwOnBUBB+lHlzGQa/axaIG6tYo=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gOaEDbbTbt0dxN2J4US+k+8eFDEq//Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8OBPcgOd9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7pmDTXlLVpKlLdi4lhgivWBg6C9TLNiIwF68bj+7nfnTBteKqeYJqxUJKh4gmnBKwUuW4AIwYkKgItcRqbWeTWvYa3AF4nfknqqEQrcr+CQUpzyRRQQYzp+14GYUE0cCrYrBbkhmWEjsmQ9S1VRDITFovLZ/jCKgOcpNqWArxQf08URBozlbHtlARGZtWbi/95/RyS27DgKsuBKbpclOQCQ4rnMeAB14yCmFpCqOb2VkxHRBMKNqyaDcFffXmddK4avtfwH6/rzbsyjio6Q+foEvnoBjXRA2qhNqJogp7RK3pzCufFeXc+lq0Vp5w5RX/gfP4AuLmTsw==</latexit>

✓em
<latexit sha1_base64="BtXfZkd2GtRprlxqYhs3kZ9RLdQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMjqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckIcxOepMhM7PLTK8Ql3yJFw+KePVTvPk3Th4HTSxoKKq66e6KUiksBsG3t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tH5T8w6OGTTLDoc4TmZhWxCxIoaGOAiW0UgNMRRKa0eh26jcfwViR6Accp9BVbKBFLDhDJ/X8UgeHgKyXd4yioCY9vxxUghnoKgkXpEwWqPX8r04/4ZkCjVwya9thkGI3ZwYFlzApdjILKeMjNoC2o5opsN18dviEnjmlT+PEuNJIZ+rviZwpa8cqcp2K4dAue1PxP6+dYXzdzYVOMwTN54viTFJM6DQF2hcGOMqxI4wb4W6lfMgM4+iyKroQwuWXV0njohIGlfD+sly9WcRRICfklJyTkFyRKrkjNVInnGTkmbySN+/Je/HevY9565q3mDkmf+B9/gDgz5M3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BtXfZkd2GtRprlxqYhs3kZ9RLdQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMjqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckIcxOepMhM7PLTK8Ql3yJFw+KePVTvPk3Th4HTSxoKKq66e6KUiksBsG3t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tH5T8w6OGTTLDoc4TmZhWxCxIoaGOAiW0UgNMRRKa0eh26jcfwViR6Accp9BVbKBFLDhDJ/X8UgeHgKyXd4yioCY9vxxUghnoKgkXpEwWqPX8r04/4ZkCjVwya9thkGI3ZwYFlzApdjILKeMjNoC2o5opsN18dviEnjmlT+PEuNJIZ+rviZwpa8cqcp2K4dAue1PxP6+dYXzdzYVOMwTN54viTFJM6DQF2hcGOMqxI4wb4W6lfMgM4+iyKroQwuWXV0njohIGlfD+sly9WcRRICfklJyTkFyRKrkjNVInnGTkmbySN+/Je/HevY9565q3mDkmf+B9/gDgz5M3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BtXfZkd2GtRprlxqYhs3kZ9RLdQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMjqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckIcxOepMhM7PLTK8Ql3yJFw+KePVTvPk3Th4HTSxoKKq66e6KUiksBsG3t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tH5T8w6OGTTLDoc4TmZhWxCxIoaGOAiW0UgNMRRKa0eh26jcfwViR6Accp9BVbKBFLDhDJ/X8UgeHgKyXd4yioCY9vxxUghnoKgkXpEwWqPX8r04/4ZkCjVwya9thkGI3ZwYFlzApdjILKeMjNoC2o5opsN18dviEnjmlT+PEuNJIZ+rviZwpa8cqcp2K4dAue1PxP6+dYXzdzYVOMwTN54viTFJM6DQF2hcGOMqxI4wb4W6lfMgM4+iyKroQwuWXV0njohIGlfD+sly9WcRRICfklJyTkFyRKrkjNVInnGTkmbySN+/Je/HevY9565q3mDkmf+B9/gDgz5M3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BtXfZkd2GtRprlxqYhs3kZ9RLdQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMjqx69DAbBU9gVQY9BLx4jmAckIcxOepMhM7PLTK8Ql3yJFw+KePVTvPk3Th4HTSxoKKq66e6KUiksBsG3t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tH5T8w6OGTTLDoc4TmZhWxCxIoaGOAiW0UgNMRRKa0eh26jcfwViR6Accp9BVbKBFLDhDJ/X8UgeHgKyXd4yioCY9vxxUghnoKgkXpEwWqPX8r04/4ZkCjVwya9thkGI3ZwYFlzApdjILKeMjNoC2o5opsN18dviEnjmlT+PEuNJIZ+rviZwpa8cqcp2K4dAue1PxP6+dYXzdzYVOMwTN54viTFJM6DQF2hcGOMqxI4wb4W6lfMgM4+iyKroQwuWXV0njohIGlfD+sly9WcRRICfklJyTkFyRKrkjNVInnGTkmbySN+/Je/HevY9565q3mDkmf+B9/gDgz5M3</latexit>⌧
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FIG. 1: A cartoon for the production of a sterile neutrino-
induced upward pointing cosmic ray shower. The ⌫4 can di-
rectly produce a shower through CC interactions (left track)
or scattering into a ⌫⌧ flavor state via a NC interaction which
then propagates and produces a cascade (right track).

an EeV energy cascade will not have undergone a full
regeneration cycle.

For the purpose of calculating ANITA’s sensitivity
to ⌫4 initiated cascades we follow as closely as possi-
ble the collaborations own prescription for the detection
of ⌧ ’s created by SM neutrino interactions within the
earth [34, 38, 39], modified suitably for the propagation
and interaction of ⌫4. The transient point source accep-
tance for the ANITA experiment, along a chord, l, at
observing angle ✓obs, is given by the expression,

Ai (E⌫ , ✓obs) =

Z
l(✓obs)

0

dPi (E⌫ , x)

dx
P⌧,surf (E⌫ , x) hAshidx ,

(1)
where x is the position coordinate along l (✓obs), and the
index i runs over the CC and NC interaction channels.

A ⌫4 state, in the limit that the mixing with SM neutri-
nos is dominated by ✓⌧4, will have a likelihood to interact
within the earth’s mantle of,

dPCC (E⌫ , x)

dx
= n (x) sin2

✓⌧4�CC (E⌫) e
�OD⌫4 (E⌫ ,x)

,

(2)
with the nucleon number density, n (x), given by the
PREM density model [40], weak interaction charged cur-
rent (CC) and neutral current (NC) cross sections taken
from [41], and the total transmission optical depth for a
⌫4 state, OD⌫4 . The fraction of the decay lifetime of a ⌧

produced in the crust, fp, decreases the probability that
it will reach the surface,

fp (E⌫ , x) =

Z
l(✓obs)�x

0

dl

ldecay (E⌫ , l)
, (3)

where the instantaneous decay length along the trajec-
tory is c⌧decay (E⌫ , l). To calculate the instantaneous ⌧

decay length we take the initial ⌧ energy to be E⌧ =
0.8E⌫ and the energy loss rate of ⌧ leptons in Earth is
taken from [34]. The emergence probability that a ⌧ cre-
ated in an interaction within the earth is then simply
P⌧,surf (E⌫ , x) = e

�fp(E⌫ ,x). The final emerging ⌧ en-
ergy, E⌧ , is likewise computed following the ALLM model
of [34]. This information is then used to compute the av-
erage area of an ANITA detectable ⌧ decay shower,

hAshi =

Z
lANITA

0

dPsh (E⌧ , fp)

dl
Ash (E⌧ , lsh) dl . (4)

Here the detectable shower area, Ash (E⌧ , lsh), is cal-
culated from the electromagnetic shower strength at
distance, lsh, and ANITA detection threshold of [39],
and this is averaged with the ⌧ decay probability,
Psh (E⌧ , fp) = e

�(l/ldecay(E⌧ )+fp), accounting for the frac-
tion of a decay lifetime each ⌧ has already spent inside
the crust. It should be noted that Equation (4.2) of [39]
contains a significant, and as of this writing uncorrected,
typographical error which gives the inverse of the true
dependence of the electromagnetic field strength on lsh.

For the double interaction case, where a ⌫4 first scatters
into a ⌫⌧ via NC interactions with nucleons, we modify
Eq. 2 as follows,

dPNC (E⌫ , x)

dx
= n (x) �CC (E⌫) P⌫4!⌫⌧ (E⌫ , x) , (5)

where P⌫4!⌫⌧ (E⌫ , x) is the transmission probability av-
erage over histories of possible midpoints for the ⌫4 ! ⌫⌧

NC interaction,

P⌫4!⌫⌧ (E⌫ , x) =

Z
x

0
e
�OD⌫⌧

dPCC (E⌫ , x
0)

dx0
�NC

�CC
dx

0
,

(6)
where OD⌫⌧ is the transmission optical depth of a ⌫⌧ of
energy E⌫ from the midpoint, x

0, to the end point x.
The transient point source acceptance for ANITA is

then the sum over Eq. 1 including both channels. To
calculate the total exposure of ANITA to ⌫4 initiated
cascades we integrate,

Exp (E⌫) =
X

i=CC,NC

Z Z
Ai (E⌫ , ✓obs) d⌦obsdt . (7)

3. Exposure and Transient Acceptance. –
To gauge the the likelihood that ANITA’s two anoma-

lous cascade events may arise from ⌫4 initiated cascades,
we compare our calculation of ANITA’s exposure and
transient acceptance to predictions for the IceCube neu-
trino observatory and the AUGER cosmic ray observa-
tory. Given that the AUGER experiment samples only
a narrow ⇠ .5o band near the horizon in their search for
astro-physical neutrinos [42], their exposure need only be
adjusted for the reduced weak interaction cross section of
⌫4 in order to compare with ANITA. IceCube, because
it is capable of observing the entire sky simultaneously,

arXiv:1802.01611v2 
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FIG. 2: The total isotropic exposure for the detection of up-
ward directed ⌧ decay cascades provided by the bulk of the
earth, assuming an initial ⌫4 progenitor and a mixing angle
of ✓⌧4 = 0.1.

has significantly increased exposure when mixing angles
are su�ciently small that the Earth is transparent to ⌫4.
To compare with ANITA, we repeat the evaluation of
Eqs. 1, 7 for the IceCube detector making the replace-
ment hAshi ! ⌦ICl

2
surf , where ⌦IC is the angular size of

the IceCube detector as viewed from the point of cre-
ation of the ⌧ lepton, and add this to the IceCube col-
laboration’s calculation of their exposure UHE SM neu-
trinos [43] adjusted appropriately for the reduced cross
section of ⌫4. In what follows, we will assume a large but
still allowed value of ✓⌧4 = 0.1 for all calculations.

Figure 2 shows the total exposure of ANITA as com-
pared to IceCube and the AUGER experiments. Due
to the ANITA balloon’s limited flight time, it has the
least total exposure of all experiments considered. Com-
pared to IceCube, ANITA has ⇠ 10� 20 times less total
exposure in the ⌫4 energy ranges which might explain
the anomalous cascades they have observed. The lack of
any ⌧ leptons observed emerging from the earth in the
EeV energy range by the IceCube experiment strongly
disfavors an isotropic background of ⌫4 as the source of
ANITA’s two upward directed UHECR like events.

Another possibility, which has been mentioned in the
context of SM neutrino sources by the ANITA collabo-
ration [5], is that the upward directed cascades are the
result of transient phenomena such as gamma-ray bursts
(GRB) or supernovae (SNe). In Figure 3 we show the
transient point source acceptance of both ANITA and
IceCube for a ⌫4 initiated cascade with E⌫ = 1EeV along
side the arrival direction of the two anomalous cascades.

FIG. 3: The transient acceptance for ANITA and IceCube,
assuming a mixing angle of ✓⌧4 = 0.1 and an initial neutrino
energy of E⌫ = 1EeV. Shown in gray and tan are the recon-
structed trajectories of the ANITA events.

We find that the events fall in the portion of the sky
where ANITA and IceCube have roughly equal accep-
tances, with detection of event 3985267 slightly favored
by ANITA and event 15717147 slightly favoring IceCube.

If we consider these two events as ⌫4 initiated ⌧ lep-
ton decay cascades we can crudely estimate the relative
likelihood that either ANITA or IceCube would have ob-
served each, assuming that the transient flux is such that
the total expected number of events is one, summed over
IceCube and ANITA acceptances, with an initial neu-
trino energy of E⌫ = 1 EeV. Table I shows the results
of this estimate. We find that at the observing angles of
these two events the likelihood of ANITA observing both
while IceCube detects nothing is roughly equivalent to a
fair coin landing on the same side twice in a row.

TABLE I: Relative Likelihood

Event 3985267 Event 15717147

ANITA 60% 40%

IceCube 40% 60%

In Figure 4 we show the region where the ANITA ex-
periment is comparably sensitive to IceCube for transient
sources of ⌫4 in terms of initial neutrino energy and ob-
serving angle. Because the cascade observation of ANITA
does not put a limit on how much ⌧ energy was lost dur-
ing propagation through the earth prior to decay, the cas-
cade energies provide only a lower bound on the initial
neutrino energy. The ANITA experiment’s loss of relative
sensitivity at observing angles much below ✓obs ⇠ �40o

Δm2



Solution 2: Supersymmetry?
• Fox et al provide further 

evidence that it is hard to 
incorporate these anomalous 
events in the standard model. 
–Goldilocks scenario 

• Horizon disfavoured by long lived 
BSM particle 

• Upping disfavoured by energy loss / 
earth attenuation 

• Collins et al also suggest a 
BSM particle explanation 
• “It would be remarkable if 
weak-scale supersymmetry 
was discovered in such an 
unexpected way!”

!50
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FIG. 1. Cumulative histograms (top panels) of observed tau energies for injected tau neutrinos over a range of energies
from 0.1EeV to 1000EeV (indicated by legend in right panel, labeled by the logarithm of the energy in eV) for the two
ANITA anomalous events AAE061228 (left) and AAE141220 (right). Observed energies of the events are indicated by the
black dots (with error bars). Histograms show the number of Earth-emergent tau following propagation of 100 million tau
neutrinos through the Earth, at or greater than the lower energy boundary for each bin, along the trajectory of each event; the
histogram for input neutrino energy "⌫ = 1EeV is shaded in light orange and serves as a reference for the residuals plot below.
Bottom panel: Residuals of the cumulative distribution for each energy, compared to the distribution for "⌫ = 1EeV. For both
trajectories, "⌫ = 1EeV neutrinos provide a near-maximal number of emergent "⌧ > 0.1EeV tau particles.

fore) as events yielding an emergent "⌧ � 0.1EeV tau.
We find that the success rate, as weighted by solid angle,
declines exponentially with zenith angle (Fig. 2), with
e-folding angular distance �z = 2.�7. We approximate
this distribution as a pure exponential and construct the
probability distribution function (PDF) and its cumula-
tive function (the CDF) for AAEs in zenith angle, under
the SM, over 91�  z  141�.

As an aside, we note that the zenith angle z0 observed
by ANITA is not identical to the zenith angle z, rela-
tive to Earth’s surface, reflecting the particle’s trajec-
tory through the Earth (e.g., for purposes of NuTauSim
simulation), due to the combined e↵ects of the balloon
altitude (h ⇡ 35 km) and Earth curvature. We have cal-
culated and use corrected z values for the AAEs as shown
in Table I.

We choose a minimum zenith angle of 91� because a
nonzero path length through dense media is required to
realize the first neutrino interaction; we choose a maxi-
mum zenith angle because the sensitivity of the ANITA
experiment does not extend to the nadir [8, 19]; it must
extend to at least z = 124.�5 given observation of the
AAE141220 event. We make a conservative choice of
zmax = 141� which is 45� beyond the ANITA horizon
(z0 = 96� [2]). As this bound lies more than six e-foldings
beyond the largest observed angle, there will be negligi-
ble integrated probability density at even greater angles.
Over this range of zenith angle, we assume the ANITA
detectors deliver uniform sensitivity.

We use the normalized CDF(z) to calculate a p-value
for each AAE, defined as the chance for ANITA to ob-
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FIG. 2. Expected zenith angle distribution for AAEs un-
der the SM given an isotropic flux of incident "⌫ ⇠> 1EeV
neutrinos. We calculate the expected distribution by mul-
tiplying the success rate at any given zenith angle (z) by
sin z to account for solid angle e↵ects. We fit an exponen-
tial model to the data and extrapolate to a maximum zenith
angle zmax = 141�. Zenith angles (red hash marks) and simu-
lation results for AAE061228 and AAE141220 are indicated.
Bottom panel: Exponential distribution in zenith angle as a
PDF (blue dashed line), showing simulations data (purple di-
amonds), and the associated cumulative distribution (black
line, with scale provided on the right). Top panel: Log of the
CDF residual, showing the p-values for the two AAEs.

Fox et al

arXiv:1809.09615 

Collins et al

arXiv:1810.08479 



Future?

Image: Dana Braun, Wash. U.



ANITA 1-4: Progress and regress

• ANITA-1 
– 2006 
– 32 Antennas 
– Circularly 

polarised 
coincidence 
trigger 

– Frequency 
banded 
trigger

• ANITA-2 
– 2008 
– 40 Antennas 
– Vertically 

polarised 
trigger 

– Frequency 
banded 
trigger

• ANITA-3 
– 2014 
– 48 Antennas 
– Vertically  & 

horizontally 
polarised 
triggers 

– Frequency 
banded 
trigger  

– GPU software 
filter

• ANITA-4 
– 2016 
– 48 Antennas 
– Circularly 

polarised 
coincidence 
trigger 

– Frequency 
banded trigger  

– GPU software 
filter 

– Tuneable 
notch filter



Think smarter not harder
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• Radio detection of high energy particles is a vibrant field 
• The first three flights of ANITA have been used to set the 

most stringent limits on the UHE neutrino flux 
–ANITA has detected over 30 UHECRs 
–There are two interesting events with flipped polarity 

• Still analysing ANITA-4 data 
• The next generation of neutrino astronomy facilities may 

finally realise the ambition of probing the universe with 
“new eyes”. 
–Probing fundamental physics at energies beyond the reach of 

terrestrial accelerators. 
• Hopefully soon we will have the first unambiguous 

detection of an UHE neutrino. 
–But in the mean time there are the anomalous events and 

UHECR
!54

Summary



Me in front of the Royal 
Society Range in 2008? 
or 2006? or 2014? or 
2016?



• The Balloon 
–Just 0.02mm thick 
–Takes 100 million litres of 

helium (and several 
hours) to fill

!56

Up, up and away



Calibration

!57

Figure 3.30: Reconstructed positions (black dots) of McMurdo borehole signals. The

green triangle marks the position of the borehole antenna. Red dots mark ANITA’s po-

sition at the time of each plotted event. The background color scale represents ground

elevation. Ross Island, with the volcano Mt. Erebus, is directly below the borehole

position. The average error on the reconstructed borehole position is 3.6 km.
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Reconstructed  
event locations

~150km
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Figure 3.23: Average error in reconstructed elevation to signal source, binned by re-

constructed azimuth. Uses additional t0 and phase center calibrations, but no tilt cor-

rections. Uses reconstructed angles from 17,800 borehole antenna events. The curve

is a fit to a sinusoid which represents the reconstructed elevation angle error caused by

a payload pitch of 0.28◦ and roll of −0.30◦.

72

Use ground and borehole 
calibration pulsers to 
calibrate antenna positions 
and time offsets. 

Also calibrate out the tilt of 
the payload 

from S. Hoover
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Anthropogenic Backgrounds
• Use clustering 

algorithms to associate 
events with known 
bases and with other 
events 

• Remove all events that 
cluster leaving only 
isolated events 

• Remaining background 
is the number of 
unknown sites of 
anthropogenic noise 
which we have not 
identified... hard to 
quantify !59

Figure 6.23: Three dimensional representation of the projection and back-projection on the
ice for two ANITA events.

106

Figure 6.24: The projection and back-projection for two ANITA events in the field of view
of the payload showing pointing error contours.
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Neutrino Limits

• ANITA-2 Results 

• Use calibration pulser 
and simulation to 
determine efficiency 
and set the best limit 
on UHE neutrino flux. 

!60

Isolated v-pol 
events 1

Expected 
background events 0.97 ± 0.42

DOI: 
 10.1103/PhysRevD.85.049901 
 10.1103/PhysRevD.82.022004

Also limits on magnetic monopoles 
and neutrinos from gamma-ray bursts

We note that the cost of ANITA’s flights to date is of order 5% of the total IceCube con-
struction costs, showing in this case the surprising economy that is possible with suborbital mis-
sions. ANITA-2 set contraints on several cosmogenic neutrino models with strong source evolu-
tion spectra that were otherwise unconstrained and were plausible within GZK source expecta-
tions [51, 53, 61, 62], These differential and integral limits, as well as the individual model limits
above, are the strongest constraints to date on the cosmogenic ultra-high energy neutrino flux [?].
ANITA’s success for the several completed flights to date indicates that the basic payload and in-
strument configuration are sound and have met or exceeded the overall design requirements for
each flight in a robust manner.

3.2 Estimated Improvement in Sensitivity.

ESS ’01 baseline

Ahlers et al. ’11 

Yuksel & Kistler ’07

Kotera et al. ’10 max

Ave et al. ’07 Fe mix

Kotera et al. ’10 low

ESS ’01 strong

Kotera et al. ’10 mid

ANITA−3+4 (100d) projected

IceCube−80 HE (2013)

ANITA−II (2010), 35d
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Figure 11: Limits from IceCube and ANITA-2,
along with, expected sensitivity for ANITA-3+4
for a combined 100 days, and a wide range flux
model predictions for cosmogenic neutrinos.

For the augmentations that took us from ANITA-1
to ANITA-2, we estimate that we improved our dis-
covery potential by a factor of 5, that is, for a typical
neutrino model, we would expect a factor of 5 in-
crease in the detected events. Our analysis indicates
that the backgrounds for both ANITA-1 and ANITA-
2 remained about the same – 1 event of anthro-
pogenic origin that could masquerade as a neutrino-
like impulse. In the ANITA-3 & 4 payload, we have
used detailed engineering estimates, computer simu-
lations, or performed laboratory calibrations to ver-
ify the following improvements in neutrino detection
capability: (1) A 20% increase in antenna area; (2)
A 40% improvement in antenna efficiency over the
200-300 MHz band; when this is weighted by typ-
ical neutrino event parameters, we expect of order
a 20% improvement in signal strength overall (3) A
20% improvement in trigger threshold for quiet pe-
riods; (4) A 30% improvement in azimuth and 20%
elevation pointing, and thus an increase of 15-20%
in the effective target volume of ice which is currently being lost due to the pointing resolution.
The net effect of all of these improvements, when folded with a typical steeply falling neutrino
spectrum in ANITA’s energy range indicates a factor of three improvement in sensitivy per unit
time for neutrino signals, since we are still in a linear background regime.

In addition, a flight time equal to the longest flights in recent Antarctic LDB operation [27] could
double our assumed 27 day livetime, and we could gain another factor of 2. In addition to these
neutrino sensitivity improvements we expect a factor of 10 or more increase in the detected UHE
cosmic ray event sample, as noted previously. Given our current ANITA-2 limit, which is probing
well into the plausible strong source evolution scenario, neutrino totals of between 8 and 20 events
are possible in the final event sample combining ANITA-3 and ANITA-4. These event rates, which
we expect to be essentially background-free, are more than sufficient to establish a flux level and
provide initial energy spectral parameters. While it is evident that the UHE neutrino flux can still
evade detection if the composition is purely iron [56], such scenarios are neither favored nor self-
consistent with current UHECR observations, and ANITA thus has an excellent chance to begin
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ANITA-II

• Additional ring of antennas 
• Lower noise amplifiers 
• Trigger only on vertical 

polarisation** 
• Directional trigger masking 

• Net improvement: 
–Factor of 1.7 in threshold  --> x3 in event 

rate 
–Up to 30% in exposure (flight path 

dependent) 
–Up to 40% in live time 
–Total factor > 5 in neutrino sensitivity

!61
** Decision made before the ANITA-I analysis was completed
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frequency regime. The 14 below-horizon events are phase-
inverted compared to the two above-horizon events, as
expected for specular reflection [Fig. 3, top panel]. From
these observations we conclude that ANITA detects a
signal, seen in most cases in reflection from the ice sheet
surface, which originates in the earth’s atmosphere and
which involves electrical current accelerating transverse
to the geomagnetic field. Such observations are in every
way consistent with predictions of geosynchrotron emis-
sion from cosmic ray air showers. The robust correlation
shown in Fig. 4 is strong evidence that the geosynchrotron
radiation from cosmic rays is the dominant emission
mechanism in this geometry and frequency range. Since
these far-field observations result in a simple plane wave at
the detector, these data will provide strong constraints on
cosmic ray radio emission models.

Our data represent the first broadband far-field measure-
ments of geosynchrotron emission in the ultra high fre-
quency range. The average observed radio-frequency
spectral flux density of the above- and below-horizon
events, shown in Fig. 3, is consistent with an exponential
decrease with frequency, with a mean exponential falloff of
ð180 " 13 MHzÞ$ 1 for reflected events and ð197 "
15 MHzÞ$ 1 for direct events. This observation indicates a
much flatter decay with frequency than that given by ex-
trapolations from ground-based measurements at lower
frequency and parametrizations [21,22]. The lack of any
statistically significant difference in the spectra for the
direct and reflected events indicates that ice roughness is
unimportant for the average surface reflection. To estimate
the electric field amplitude at the source of these emissions,
we model the surface reflection using standard physical-
optics treatments developed for synthetic-aperture radar
analysis. Such models use self-affine fractal surface pa-
rameters [23] and Huygens-Fresnel integration over the
specular reflection region to estimate both amplitude loss
and phase distortion from residual slopes or roughness. We
used digital elevationmodels fromRadarsat [24] to estimate
surface parameters for each of the event reflection points,
known to a few km precision. In most cases the surface
parameters are found to be smooth, yielding only modest
effects on the reflection amplitude; in a minority of the
events, surface parameters were estimated to be rougher,
but still within the quarter-wave-rms Rayleigh criterion for
coherent reflection [25]. Fresnel reflection coefficients were
determined using amean near-surface index of refraction of
n ¼ 1:33, typical of Antarctic firn.
To estimate the primary energy for the observed events,

we used a data-driven maximum likelihood fit to the

FIG. 3 (color). Top panel: Overlay of the 16 UHECR event
Hpol pulse shapes, showing the two direct events (red) and 14

reflected events (blue) with inverted phase. Inset: Average pulse
profile for all events. Bottom panel: Flux density for both the
averaged direct and reflected events, along with fits to an
exponential. Errors at low frequency are primarily due to system-
atic uncertainty in the antenna gains, and to thermal noise
statistics at higher frequencies.

FIG. 4 (color). Plane of polarization of UHECR events com-
pared to the angle of the magnetic field local to the event and
Lorentz force expectation (red line). Reflected events are cor-
rected for surface Fresnel coefficients. Angles are from the
horizontal.
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• The 14 events that 
reconstruct to the 
surface (i.e. are 
reflections) have very 
similar waveforms 

• The 2 events that 
reconstruct above the 
surface have the 
opposite polarity 

• Consistent with some 
signal that is generated 
above the surface
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• Magnetic field is nearly 

(but not) vertical in 
Antarctica 
–F=q v x B
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Figure 7.2: Instrument-response-deconvolved, coherently-summed waveforms for the

four isolated UHECR candidates, the directly observed event (magenta) displays oppo-

site polarity to the three reflected events. Waveforms have been scaled such that their

magnitudes are equal, with a 20 ns time window around the cosmic-ray-induced signal

shown (recorded waveforms are ⇠100 ns long).
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Figure 7.3: The vertical (a) and horizontal (b) geomagnetic field strength in Antarctica,

data from [103].
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frequency regime. The 14 below-horizon events are phase-
inverted compared to the two above-horizon events, as
expected for specular reflection [Fig. 3, top panel]. From
these observations we conclude that ANITA detects a
signal, seen in most cases in reflection from the ice sheet
surface, which originates in the earth’s atmosphere and
which involves electrical current accelerating transverse
to the geomagnetic field. Such observations are in every
way consistent with predictions of geosynchrotron emis-
sion from cosmic ray air showers. The robust correlation
shown in Fig. 4 is strong evidence that the geosynchrotron
radiation from cosmic rays is the dominant emission
mechanism in this geometry and frequency range. Since
these far-field observations result in a simple plane wave at
the detector, these data will provide strong constraints on
cosmic ray radio emission models.

Our data represent the first broadband far-field measure-
ments of geosynchrotron emission in the ultra high fre-
quency range. The average observed radio-frequency
spectral flux density of the above- and below-horizon
events, shown in Fig. 3, is consistent with an exponential
decrease with frequency, with a mean exponential falloff of
ð180 " 13 MHzÞ$ 1 for reflected events and ð197 "
15 MHzÞ$ 1 for direct events. This observation indicates a
much flatter decay with frequency than that given by ex-
trapolations from ground-based measurements at lower
frequency and parametrizations [21,22]. The lack of any
statistically significant difference in the spectra for the
direct and reflected events indicates that ice roughness is
unimportant for the average surface reflection. To estimate
the electric field amplitude at the source of these emissions,
we model the surface reflection using standard physical-
optics treatments developed for synthetic-aperture radar
analysis. Such models use self-affine fractal surface pa-
rameters [23] and Huygens-Fresnel integration over the
specular reflection region to estimate both amplitude loss
and phase distortion from residual slopes or roughness. We
used digital elevationmodels fromRadarsat [24] to estimate
surface parameters for each of the event reflection points,
known to a few km precision. In most cases the surface
parameters are found to be smooth, yielding only modest
effects on the reflection amplitude; in a minority of the
events, surface parameters were estimated to be rougher,
but still within the quarter-wave-rms Rayleigh criterion for
coherent reflection [25]. Fresnel reflection coefficients were
determined using amean near-surface index of refraction of
n ¼ 1:33, typical of Antarctic firn.
To estimate the primary energy for the observed events,

we used a data-driven maximum likelihood fit to the

FIG. 3 (color). Top panel: Overlay of the 16 UHECR event
Hpol pulse shapes, showing the two direct events (red) and 14

reflected events (blue) with inverted phase. Inset: Average pulse
profile for all events. Bottom panel: Flux density for both the
averaged direct and reflected events, along with fits to an
exponential. Errors at low frequency are primarily due to system-
atic uncertainty in the antenna gains, and to thermal noise
statistics at higher frequencies.

FIG. 4 (color). Plane of polarization of UHECR events com-
pared to the angle of the magnetic field local to the event and
Lorentz force expectation (red line). Reflected events are cor-
rected for surface Fresnel coefficients. Angles are from the
horizontal.
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Figure 8.7: ANITA-2’s exposure at 1020 eV, using data from B. Mercurio and the icemc

simulation.

8.2.1 Reflected neutrino search

Figure 8.8 demonstrates that the ANITA-2 experiment was optimally sensitive in the

declination (�) band �13� < � < 15�. However, the only currently published neutrino

point source limits for AGN in the E⌫ > 1019 eV regime are for Centaurus A (a nearby

AGN) and Sagittarius A* (the Galactic centre) [113]. Both of these sources are outside

of ANITA-2’s optimal declination band, with � < �13�. However, ANITA-2 was still

sensitive to this region via reflected RF from down-going neutrinos.

The ANITA-2 analysis described in chapter 6 contained a cut on elevation of

✓ > �35�. This cut was intended to remove events to which the antenna response

was degraded. The elevation cut also reduced sensitivity to neutrino events viewed in

reflection, particularly reflected signals from highly down-going neutrinos that would

provide most of ANITA-2’s sensitivity to sources with � < �13�.

In order to place point source flux limits on sources that ANITA-2 was only sensi-

tive to via reflected RF, further analysis was run with events passing all thermal analysis

other than the elevation cut. All other thermal and clustering cuts remained unchanged.

A summary of the downward-pointing (✓ < �35�) events passing cuts and the results

of event clustering is shown in table 8.1.



ANITA-1 mystery event (PRL 117 071101)
• Recent paper from ANITA 

discussing the direct cosmic ray 
signals in the 1st flight 

• Uncovered one extra event that 
clearly points to the ice, but looks 
very similar to the direct h-pol 
waveforms 

• The measured polarisation is 
consistent with a shower emerging 
from the ice 
–Could this be a tau neutrino 

candidate event? 
• Would be unlikely to survive given 

standard cross-section extrapolation 
–Should be attenuated by the Earth 

over the 5500km chord length 
–Could this be a cosmic ray with 

inverted polarity? 
–Could this be anthropogenic noise? !65

2

TABLE I: Expected parameters of the three above-horizon CR events.

event No. flight index Latitude Longitude† angle D⇤
1200 DXmax D300 D100 HXmax

5152386 I A 80.2S 49.0W �4.25±0.25� 622(+88,�100) 694±80 780±77 860±70 22.0±1.0
7122397 I B 82.405S 12.5E �3.4±0.32� 331(+125,�200) 444(+100,�120) 570±80 667±70 24.2±2.2

21684774 II C 83.24S 0.87E �2.3±0.3� �83.5(+9,�6) �17(+189,�75) 285±85 416±70 29.9±1.3

†
Latitude and Longitude of the estimated location of shower maximum Xmax, or payload location for 21684774.

* Distances from payload, in km, to location of indicated shower slant depth in g/cm2.

payload from a direction of 27.4� below the horizontal, which
was a fairly typical angle for the reflected CR events. Yet it
did not appear to correlate well with the reflected CR signal
shape, and was thus rejected as background at the time [2]. In
re-evaluating this event, we realized that the polarity and plane
of polarization are consistent with an air shower seen directly,
without the reflection phase inversion. However, its steep up-
ward pointing angle poses clear problems for interpretation.
In this report, we analyze characteristics of all four of these
unusual upward-directed events seen by ANITA, with specific
focus on what relation, if any, the previously excluded event
may have with t-lepton-initiated air showers.
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FIG. 1: Waveforms for the four events described here. Events
are indexed here and in the text by the letters A,B,C,D.

Table I shows characteristics of the three stratospheric
events. Angles of arrival relative to the payload horizon-
tal and their standard errors are determined through pulse-
phase interferometric mapping [7]. Distances to various in-
tegrated atmospheric column depths X , including the approxi-
mate depth of shower maximum Xmax, assuming a shower en-
ergy of ⇠ 1018 eV, are given along the track, based on a stan-
dard atmosphere model for Antarctica, and with uncertainties

primarily dominated by the angle-of-arrival uncertainty. The
geodetic positions in each case are given according to the es-
timated location of Xmax.

Figure 1 shows the field-strength waveforms for all of the
events, derived from coherent beam-forming [7], with the in-
strumental response then deconvolved. Both Hpol and Vpol
are plotted. The Hpol polarity of each of these events, checked
independently by two quantitative methods, is phase-reversed
with respect to the other 14 UHECR events which were in-
verted by reflection from the ice surface [1]. For CRs, Vpol
polarity and magnitude depends on components of the geo-
magnetic field in the locale of the event, as we will quantify
later.

These three events at shallow elevation angles, which cor-
relate closely in pulse shape to our other sample of radio-
detected CRs, develop and propagate in the stratosphere, un-
der very rarified densities. Their overall length is greatly mag-
nified compared to showers observed by ground arrays. The
lowest of the three events has a likely first interaction point
well beyond the geometric horizon, and will have largely dis-
sipated in the vicinity of the geometric horizon at ⇠ 650 km.
The higher two events are at least 200 km, and possibly more
than 600 km in length, in both cases passing by the ANITA
payload before they have dissipated. In the highest event,
which develops above 30 km, the shower was near its max-
imum development when it passed by ANITA. Geometric es-
timates of ANITA’s expected rate of CRs at these angles, us-
ing the acceptance determined by the reflected CRs [8], indi-
cates that the number of detected events is consistent with the
known CR spectrum at EeV energies.

To characterize these events more fully, we estimate their
Stokes parameters. Fig. 2 show I,Q,U,V in a spectro-temporal
decomposition for these three events. In all cases the linear
polarization components associated with Q and U are clearly
evident. In addition, in the two stronger events there is up to
25% Stokes V content, indicating circular polarization (CP)
present in the signal, well above the  3% residual instru-
mental polarization effects for our data. For all of the events
the total polarized fraction is 100% within statistical errors
due to thermal noise. CP in radio signals from CRs at the few
percent level has been hypothesized to arise from interference
between the primary signal generation from geomagnetic ef-
fects [9, 10], and the secondary signal from the Askaryan ef-
fect [11], but there is no currently accepted model to predict

3

FIG. 2: Stokes parameters for the three above-horizon events in the sample considered here.

the resulting CP content for our signals.

FIG. 3: Stokes parameters for event 3985267.

The waveform in Fig. 1 for the remaining event D shows a
strong Hpol, and a correlated Vpol signal. The primary pulse
correlates well with both the above-horizon signals and the in-
version of the 14 reflected CR signals. There is also an excess
of noise evident in the trailing part of the signal, similar to
what is observed in several of the reflected CRs [2], although
in this case it appears more persistent and larger in amplitude.
In Fig. 3 we show the spectro-temporal plot of Stokes param-
eters for this event, with clear detections of Q,U, and V, in-
dicating both a linear and CP component; the CP fraction is
⇠ 10% of the total polarization.

Table II shows parameters for event D under the hypothe-
sis that it is radio emission from a CR air shower, seen either
in reflection from the ice surface, or from a direct air shower
starting along the track from the surface to the payload, al-
though for the former case the polarity is inconsistent. For
the latter case, the only Standard Model (SM) physics origin

we know of for up-going air showers is from the interactions
or decay of a secondary lepton from a neutrino interaction;
however, at these angles, the chord distance through the Earth
most likely excludes neutrinos of the energies that ANITA is
likely to detect in such a process.
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FIG. 4: Geomagnetic correlation of events. The dashed line
shows the prediction for pure geomagnetic Lorentz

force-induced emission.

For a cosmic-ray air shower, the Lorentz force on the rel-
ativistic electron-positron pairs yields a plane of acceleration
in the local shower frame given by sinY = v̂⇥ B̂, where v̂ is
a unit vector giving the shower direction, and B̂ the geomag-
netic field direction. The resulting radiation Poynting vec-
tor, arising primarily from the region near shower Xmax, can
then be extrapolated to the payload location for each event
to determine the predicted field-strength ratio for Vpol to
Hpol. Residual non-vertical components of the Antarctic ge-
omagnetic fields will result in small but correlated Vpol com-
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ANITA as a CalorimeterANITA as a Calorimeter

! The observed voltage Vobs is proportional to the neutrino energy Eν:

y is the fraction of neutrino energy in the cascade
heff is the effective height of the antenna (gain)
R is the range to the cascade
Gaussian in β from observer position on Cerenkov cone

(estimated from RF spectrum)

Exponential is attenuation in ice at depth d. 
(estimated from RF spectrum and polarization effects)

Gives:    ΔΕ
!

 / Ε  !~ 1.9   (60% of which is intrinsic from y)

V obs ~ E
!
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ANITA -- The Calorimeter


